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Osho, one of the greatest spiritual thinkers of the twentieth hundred years, explores the
connections between ourselves and others in Like, Independence, and Aloneness: The Koan
of Romantic relationships. In today’s world, freedom is our basic condition, and until we learn
to live with that independence, and learn to live by ourselves and with ourselves, we are
denying ourselves the possibility of finding like and happiness with someone else... In our post-
ideological globe, where previous moralities are out of date, we've a golden possibility to
redefine and revitalize the foundations of our lives.Love can only happen through freedom
and in conjunction with a deep respect for ourselves and the other. Is it possible to be alone
and not lonely? Since his loss of life in 1990, the influence of his teachings continues to
expand, achieving seekers of all ages in virtually every country of the world. In Love,
Independence, and Aloneness you will find unique, radical, and smart perspectives on these
and various other essential questions. Where will be the boundaries define “lust” versus “like”.
We have the opportunity to begin afresh with ourselves, our romantic relationships to others,
also to discover fulfillment and success for the average person and for society all
together.Osho challenges readers to examine and break free of the conditioned belief
systems and prejudices that limit their capacity to take pleasure from life in all its richness. He
has been defined by the Sunday Moments of London among the “1000 Makers of the 20th
Hundred years” and by Sunday Mid-Day (India) among the ten people?along with Gandhi,
Nehru, and Buddha?who have changed the destiny of India.and will lust ever grow into love?
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I knew this book will be good, but We didn't understand how good I knew this book will be
good, but We didn't know how good. PERIOD! He speaks of the church, of priests, of Gurus,
Buddhas and various other various deities from around the world in ways you can allow seep
in without fear of everything threatening you to lean one method or the various other, or to
heaven forbid choose one at all. Honesty, being open to feeling fear and obtaining beyond it,
can provide us the capability to shed the pre-ordained dos and dont's we discovered as
children growing up as to what is correct and not allowed, what was considered filthy and
shameful. If you are super religious, this publication isn't for you. Insightful Wisdom about
Thought-Provoking Topics I have very recently been introduced to Osho... Be aware, be open
but protect yourself or you will end up in an Ashram in Pune, donating all your cash to the
Osho cult.I love how this book produced me questions everything that I thought We knew
about love. I really didn't know anything at all. Wonderful read This book touches about love in
a most profound and eye opening way. One of my favorite takeaways is definitely that Osho
encourages us to end up being selfish. All of it was simple common sense, so easy to intake,
therefore loving and joyful.Hardly ever in all the thousands of books I've read in my own life
provides anyone spoke if you ask me about God in a way I could accept or grasp. It
encourages the type of reflection you do not obtain from most books on this topic. This is just
a great reserve. I navigated through at wealth of feelings while reading Love, Freedom and
Aloneness. Choose the book!.! But if you are someone with an open mind for understanding
and information, by all means. A Zen Buddhist Guru that was well-known in the 1970s,
Acharaya Rajneesh, popularly referred to as Osho, was an international Indian mystic, and
spiritual instructor with an insight that could only be referred to as "enlightened". provides you
wondering what this guy says and "your stage is". Within just a few webpages my heart started
racing and my own thoughts ran towards "WOW". Halfway through I was totally enamored,
enthralled and thrilled, and quickly jumped on the internet to purchase as many of his books I
possibly could afford in a single fell swoop.Osho is merely amazing in his ability to make all
people who've ever felt alienated from the people around them, finally feel at ease with
themselves. The people they understand who are getting dragged down into the quagmire of
"following the audience" and that are "drowning in the normal", now become the good
examples of how never to live your life if you are among the people like myself who've always
colored outside the lines and felt proud to do so. This inspirational book is about "Love, God,
Relationships, Freedom, the philosophy of Religion, Sex and about how exactly imperative it is,
and about how important it is to follow our very own hearts and march to your own group of
drums when strolling each of these thought-provoking paths. In his normal style Osho says as
it is usually without apologizing for it! Not in a selfish egotistical method, however in a way that
may bring joy into our lives just how WE choose to live it. And to live not by the rules of the
church, our parents, our children, or our peers. Allowing God why don't we live our own lives
inside our own way can be an underlying theme here. Osho's beliefs makes us have a deep
look inside of ourselves.. Osho himself might have been plenty of things, but that doesn't take
away from the gems within this publication.. Five Stars It has given me another perspective to
view like, loving oneself and others.Osho's views on the importance of lust, sex, retaining our
primitive selves as sensual beings, and how our normal hunger for sex can turn into a love
romantic relationship that's deeply rewarding and lasting, can be eye-opening along with
validating if you share his views on the topic. He tells us that without it we wither and die, we
frequently let outside social views and religious dogma either stifle us, guilt trip us, or zoom us
to the opposite direction bringing stress and chaos over this one simple human joy that should



you need to be lived and cherished for what it is. if i could if i could i would buy a million
copies of this and distribute it to everyone in my own neighborhood and everyone living in the
condominium i used to reside in, most of my schoolmates, everyone at work.I truly loved his
views and opinions about what works in love relationships and what does not. We're informed
that being selfish can be a bad thing, nonetheless it is necessary in order to give of yourself to
everyone else. Just like with other things, I'd suggest you take what fits and leave the rest. All
of it fades into dirt as you read this fantastic book and let it all fall away into what you yourself
desire out of existence and how to accomplish it. Greatest book ive ever read. This one will sit
on the nightstand to learn again and again and over.. Fascinating! Interesting Interesting
read.Keep tuned in for even more Osho book critiques! I believe I found a fresh hero! Under no
circumstances denied or repressed by anyone in our lives.. His open honest banter and non-
preaching way of opening a reader up to God with techniques you can understand or desire to
start to, was a welcoming breath of oxygen because of this reader! but i don't possess that
much money, therefore I'll simply send one over to my friend, and keep a duplicate available
for anyone in my family to read in the living room Love Yourself.. Four Stars Well written,
thoughtful, and even more, thought provoking.. Because this book is taken from talks there
can be some contrary opinions instead of a smooth linear route through issues nevertheless
the spirit of his beliefs shine through.. Large amount of bla bla bla, the right points, some
strange tips, some good. Okay Not my cup of tea but the reserve quality was nice. Irrespective
of Osho’s human behavior his reflections, his way of addressing lifestyle’s questions actually
resonates with me.explore this reserve!. And, Osho has a wonderful sense of humor to keep a
light atmosphere swirling around his sensible words of wisdom! but it is a an uplifting book
that provide real life advice on how best to be better, like yourself more and achieve inner
peace I have only began the first chapters, but it is a an uplifting reserve that provide real life
information on how best to be better, love yourself more and achieve inner peace. Appreciate
love love this book. Osho idea of nature of fear has decrease me lifestyle angst/anxiety
tremendously (not really from this book)This reserve is for the essential reader, that will take
the good issues and discards the others. Now I'm available to loving freely without constraints
which may be the best kind of love. An extremely helpful information for the modern seeker.
Amazing I loved the publication and really changed the way i look at myself and relationships.
There are not enough celebrities in the rating system on this book in my own eyes. True eye
opener! All I can say is i want i'd find this book sooner in lifestyle. That’s all you have to do.! I
cherished his teachings of God, his philosophy of who or what God is normally or could be in
each of our lives. Osho tells us, forget "them", and focus on yourself.. was recommended, but it
is just a lot of words was recommended, but it is simply a large amount of words. so much
contradiction from web page to page. Although Osho penned a huge selection of books
before he passed away in 1990, "Love, Freedom, Aloneness: A Koan of Relationships" was my
first experience learning him and his teachings. author is an expert artist at acting
knowledgeable, stringing words collectively that are meaningless.
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